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The Iron Rose and the bereaved

«Immediately, the project touched and engaged several of the
bereaved all over Norway. Many have forged their own roses for 
the project, dedicated to their killed child, friend, sister or 
brother and spouse.

To forge a rose was good therapy and a good thing to do when
we were in the middle of tough times and a hearbreaking
courtcase. To be able to spend a special day in the smithy
together with talented art smiths was wonderful.  Every beat of
the hammer made us feel pain, anger and yearning after the
ones we missed, but it also felt good to be able to forge a 
beautiful rose to a person we missed. Every single rose is an 
unique one.

We are deeply moved when we see all the roses that have been
forged by smiths all over the world.  Forged by people who care
and who express their compassion and olidarity.

The Iron Rose means much to us and was quickly turned into a 
project by the people to the people involved.”

Lisbeth Røyneland & Linda Sogn, the support group 22. july 2011
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«Since the start of the project in August 2011, more than 900 roses have 
been forged.  Smiths from all parts of the world have contributed. Some
have even travelled all the way to Norway to hand over their roses 
personally.  It is an honour to see that the international smiths community
have been so strongly involved in the project, and their involvement has 
ment a great deal to the development of the project. 

The strong engagement is reflected not only in the thoughts we have 
shared, but also in letters, emails, warm meetings between people and of
course through the fantastic roses that have been forged.

Every rose is unique and personal and the feeling of strength, compassion
and solidarity is reflected in every rose.  It is the meeting between people
that has made the Iron Rose project to what we see today. Many of the
beraeved have forged their own roses and severeal members of the
support group after the 22. july are engaged strongly in the project.

Since we received the first rose in Norway in september 2011 the smithy
at Bærums Verk have had an excebition of the project, where visitors have 
learned about the history of the prosject and have been able to see all the
beautiful roses. Openness and anchoring have been important criterias for 
the development of the project – and together with the personal 
meetings, has formed the soul of the project.»

Tobbe Malm, initiator & art smith

The Iron Rose and the art smiths
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The green environment of Stensparkens with it’s wawing
landscape and choosen materials, contributes in making this
a memorable place that includes the memories, the iron
roses, the art miths, the roses from the «rose ocean» in Oslo, 
the solidarity and the memory of those missed. It also gives
room for new hope, dreams and a good future.

The main elements are glass walls, where the iron roses are
placed standing, climbing og laying. The glass walls
represents og conserves the roses at the same time as they
reflects the roses and invites to view them in a broader
horizon.

The walls are framed in a pergolia which creates a room
without locking the roses in. There will be a long bench for 
rest, thoughts and rememberance.

A rose bed with living roses will be created using the compost
from the «rose ocean» in Oslo. A steel frame will be a 
sculptural element during the winter time.

The Iron Rose and the landscape
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Stensparken in Oslo

Kilde: wws.maps.google.no
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Inspiration

Foto: Aleksander Andersen / NTB scanpixKilde: http://www. nordfjellcollection.se/garden-parks/
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The compost from all the flowers
laid down in Oslo the days after
the terror attacks will be used in the
flower bed – shaped naturally as a heart. 

Other materials
Granite
Corte steel
Glass walls
Concrete
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Towards the rectory
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South-west
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Standing roses
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Standing roses 
evening
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Climbing roses
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Single roses
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Made by:
tobbe malm initiator & art smith kari havnevik landscape architect multiconsult as
lisbeth røyneland support group 22.juli torunn hognestad landscape architect multiconsult as
linda sogn support group 22.juli pia bernitz landscape architect multiconsult as
helen eriksen art consultant jingyuan hu landscape architect multiconsult as


